
HETEROCHRONY



 All Vertebrates pass from embryo through a larval change and/or 

juvenile stage on their way to the adult stage.

 Evolutionary modification of adults often begin here first, in the early 

stages of ontogeny, by relative chances in timing of developmental 

events.

 The term heterochrony describes such a phyletic change, wherein 

there is an ontogenetic shift in the onset or timing of the feature’s 

appearance in a descendant species compared to the ancestors.



DEFINITION OF HETEROCHRONY

 In developmental biology , heterochrony is a developmental 

change in the timing or rate of events leading to changes in 

size, shape of organs and features over evolutionary time 

scale.

 EXAMPLE:

 The oral disk of lampreys enlarges early in their larval 

ontogeny. However in a few parasitic forms, it remains 

small until later at sexual maturity , when it enlarges.



Heterochrony  involves a shift in the 
timing of developmental processes  so 
that an event occurs  earlier, later 
or at a different rate in a taxon 
compared to the adult





TYPES OF HETEROCHRONY

 Heterochrony includes several ontogenetic processes that affects the rate 

of growth of a part, the onset of it debut during embryology, or the offset 

of its growing period.

 Depending on the rate, onset and offset during ontogeny , the 

consequence is to produce two major phylogenetic results:

A. PAEDOMORPHOSIS (meaning “child” and “form”)- Embryonic or 

juvenile characteristics of ancestors appear in the adults of descendants.

B. PERAMORPHOSIS (meaning “ beyond” and “form”)- The adult 

characters of ancestors are exaggerated and extended in shape and appear in 

adults of descendants.



ILLUSTRATION WITH EXAMPLE     

In humans , our flat face , rather than a 

muzzle, seems to be a paedomorphic 

feature, the retention of the juvenile 

characteristic of young primates. 

However , our relatively long limbs, 

compared to those of primates, seem to be a 

peramorphic feature , the result of 

prolonged growth in hindlimb length 

after sexual maturity.







TYPES OF PAEDOMORPHOSIS





PROGENESIS
 There is an early cessation of somatic development. 

Growth stops at a relatively earlier age, the individual 

becomes sexually mature at that earlier age and therefore 

possesses, as an adult, juvenile features.

 Relative to somatic development, sexual maturity is 

accelerated.

 Progenesis is found in some amphibians and insect 

lineages.

 EARLY OFFSET



NEOTENY
 Features grow at a slower rate, compared to their rate in 

an ancestor.

 Normal sexual maturity overtakes slowed somatic 

development, producing a paedomorphic adult.

 EXAMPLE:

 Necturus maculosus, Ambystoma tigrinum

 SLOW RATE



POST DISPLACEMENT

In post displacement , a feature appears late in 

development, relative to its time of appearance in an 

ancestor. Starting late, the feature does not reach adult 

form by the end of maturation , keeps the juvenile quality, 

and becomes a paedomorphic feature in the adult. 

# LATE ONSET





PERAMORPHOSIS

 Building new adult morphologies by exaggeration or extension of 
ancestral adult morphologies occurs through several processes, 
wherein a feature grows longer, grows faster, or begins 
development earlier.

 Accordingly there are 3 types:

A. HYPERMORPHOSIS: Ontogeny is longer and offset is late

B. ACCELERATION: Grows faster

C. PREDISPLACEMENT: Begins development earlier

NOTE: By these three processes, a character or feature 
becomes exaggerated in the finished adult , compared to its 
development in the ancestors.



HYPERMORPHOSIS

1.In hypermorphosis the period of growth in descendants 

is extended.

2. Here the ontogeny is longer and offset is late, so that 

allometric growth of parts continue beyond the normal 

endpoint of ancestors.

LATE OFFSET



ACCELERATION

The character grows faster during 

ontogeny, i.e. the growth rate is increased, 

compared to its pace in the ancestor.

FAST RATE



PREDISPLACMENT
1.Here the onset of growth occurs earlier in the 

descendant than in the ancestor.  

2. So, the descendant is more advanced in its 

development than its ancestor at a similar stage.

3. Starting earlier, the character has a head start and is 

relatively ahead of other developing tissues.

EARLY ONSET



EXAMPLE: Evolution of the domestic dog from the 

wolf by paedogenesis

Structural modifications of modern breeds of domestic 

dog, Canis familiaris can be explained by changes in the 

rate of development during domestication from the wolf 

Canis lupus.





EVOLUTIONARY SIGNIFICANCE OF 

HETEROCHRONY

 Heterochrony is determined on a relative basis: descendant compared to 

ancestor or more formally, ingroup compared to outgroup.

 It is an ontogenetic change with phylogenetic consequences.

 As heterochrony links ontogeny with phylogeny, it has often been the center 

of debates of over the processes behind evolutionary changes.

 New and sometimes dramatic evolutionary novelties of adults may be built 

out of changes in the timing of developmental events.

 As these changes result from shifts in existing ontogenies, new morphologies 

can arise rapidly on an evolutionary timescale , producing new adaptive 

possibilities.




